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Abstract
We consider the resource-constrained scheduling problem when each job’s resource requirements remain constant over its
processing time. We study a time-indexed formulation of the problem, providing facet-defining inequalities for a projection of
the resulting polyhedron that exploit the resource limitations inherent in the problem. Lifting procedures are then provided for
obtaining strong valid inequalities for the original polyhedron. Computational results are presented to demonstrate the strength of
these inequalities.
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1. Introduction
Considerable energy has been devoted to the study of project scheduling under resource constraints. Much of
the literature is concerned with resource-constrained scheduling with precedence constraints, usually focusing on the
minimum makespan objective (that is, minimizing total project duration). A vast body of literature reports on heuristic
methods for the problem. Good reviews of these methods are available in We¸glarz [1], Hartmann and Kolisch [2], and
Demeulemeester and Herroelen [3], while Valls et al. [4], Fleszar and Hindi [5], and Zhang et al. [6] detail more
recent efforts. A much smaller research effort approaches the problem from an integer programming (IP) perspective.
Literature on either exact or heuristic approaches for objectives other than minimizing makespan is scarce (see [7] for
an exception).
Exact approaches to the resource-constrained scheduling problem appear to focus heavily on branch and bound
algorithms, with the most well-known examples provided by Demeulemeester and Herroelen [8] and Bru¨cker and
Knust [9]. These algorithms are often dependent on the construction of partial schedules – those in which only a
subset of the jobs have been scheduled – and the focus tends toward the study of branching schemes and node
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selection (see also [10]). While many of the branch and bound algorithms discussed are based on mathematical
programming formulations of the problem, more attention is often paid to alternative lower bounding techniques
rather than to strengthening these formulations, although many of the proposed lower-bounding techniques are based
on the solutions to relaxations of integer programming models [11,12]. A survey of some of these techniques is
available in [13].
Several researchers have developed valid inequalities for formulations of the resource-constrained scheduling
problem, but these inequalities are frequently driven by precedence constraints. Few, if any, capitalize on the
restrictions imposed by limited resources. Alvarez-Valde´s and Tamarit [14] consider a disjunctive formulation of the
problem, developing valid inequalities and providing lifting results. Christofides et al. [15] consider a time-indexed
formulation in addition to a disjunctive representation, providing additional valid inequalities for the time-indexed
version. Coll et al. [16] present a new IP formulation and derive facet-defining inequalities for a polytope defined by a
subset of its constraints, while Kis [17] provides polyhedral studies of a more general problem in which resource usage
may vary over a job’s processing time. In all of these cases, however, constraint derivation is driven by precedence
relations. Dorndorf et al. [18,19] exploit the resource limitations through constraint propagation techniques to enhance
the performance of branch and bound algorithms. Demassey et al. [20] combine these two approaches, showing
that constraint propagation techniques can provide valid inequalities to strengthen LP relaxations for the problem.
Cavalcante et al. [21] compare exact and heuristic approaches for such a problem arising from an industrial application.
Their discussion of exact methods involves the study of several related time-indexed formulations and the presentation
of strong valid inequalities for these formulations, including GUB cover inequalities (see also [22]).
We approach the resource-constrained scheduling problem (RCSP) by developing strong valid inequalities that
exploit its inherent resource limitations. To begin this exploration, we consider the problem with uniform resource
requirements (URCSP) – that in which resource requirements for job j remain constant over its processing time. The
inequalities we present are quite different from those currently found for this problem in the literature and exploit
the special structure inherent in the resource constraints for URCSP. While the primary motivation for studying
URCSP is to understand better the more general resource-constrained scheduling problem, URCSP itself has many
interesting applications. Drozdowski [23] details the applicability of URCSP to the management of multiprocessor
computer systems. Chen and Lee [24] mention berth allocation problems, in which larger shipping vessels may need
multiple berths for loading and unloading, and Lee and Cai [25] refer to applications in semiconductor circuit design.
Additionally, valid inequalities for URCSP can be applied to the relaxations of more general resource-constrained
scheduling problems. For example, Mo¨hring and Uetz [26] discuss the application of resource-constrained scheduling
in a chemical engineering facility, where each job can be broken into several uniform tasks. As URCSP is a relaxation
of this problem, the results presented here can also aid in the solution of models related to these kinds of applications.
While the applications presented here by no means comprise a comprehensive list, they indicate that the study of this
problem is a valuable pursuit.
We begin this paper with a formal definition of URCSP and the IP formulation that we study. We then present a
class of valid inequalities for this IP formulation and show that they define facets for a projected problem. Results
related to lifting of these inequalities follow. Finally, we introduce efficient lifting procedures for these inequalities,
illustrate through an example, and present computational results demonstrating their strength and effectiveness.
2. Problem definition
URCSP involves scheduling a set N of jobs under limited availability of a renewable resource. Each job j ∈ N
requires a constant amount l j of this resource over its processing time p j , and L units of resource are available in each
time period t . Starting times for each job must be determined to optimize some objective criterion, subject to resource
availability.
URCSP can also be viewed as a multiprocessor task scheduling problem with parallel machines – each job to be
scheduled requires a certain number of parallel processors over its duration (P|size j |∑C j in the notation of [27]).
In general, the problem of minimizing the sum of completion times is NP-complete, yet several special cases are
polynomially solvable. For instance, if l j = 1∀ j ∈ N , then the problem simply becomes P ‖∑C j , which is known
to be polynomially solvable [28]. Another polynomially solvable case is minimizing the weighted sum of completion
times with p j = p∀ j and L = 2 (P2|p j = p, size j |∑w jC j ). Yet even when lk = 2, and l j = 1∀ j 6= k, under
general processing times, P2|size j |∑C j is NP-complete. That is, if we limit the problem to two processors and
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add only one job requiring both processors simultaneously, then minimizing the sum of completion times becomes
hard [25]. Drozdowski [23] and Bru¨cker and Knust [27] give extensive lists of known complexity results for the
multiprocessor task scheduling problem with parallel processors.
Various general integer programming formulations have been proposed for discrete scheduling problems (see [29]
for a survey). We study the polyhedral structure induced by the following time-indexed formulation of the problem:
min
∑
j∈N
T∑
t=1
c j t x j t (1)
subject to
∑
j∈N
t∑
s=t−p j+1
l j x js ≤ L ∀t ∈ {pmin, . . . , T } (2)
T∑
t=1
x j t = 1 ∀ j ∈ N (3)
x j t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ N∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, (4)
where T is an upper bound on the length of an optimal schedule, pmin = min j∈N p j , and ∀ j ∈ N ,∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T },
x j t =
{
1 if job j starts at time t
0 otherwise.
The inequalities (2) ensure that the total resource consumed by all jobs in time period t does not exceed that
available; constraints are only added for t ∈ {pmin, . . . , T }, as constraints for t ∈ {1, . . . , pmin − 1} are redundant.
Inequalities (3) ensure that each job starts exactly once. As it is convenient to work with a full-dimensional polyhedron,
we relax (3) to
T∑
t=1
x j t ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ N (5)
in the polyhedral study but not in the optimization.
While we may assume that job j starts no later than T − p j + 1 (since T is an upper bound on the total duration of
an optimal schedule), for ease of exposition we will assume that jobs may start in any of {1, . . . , T }. For the remainder
of this article, we study the polyhedron P = conv(Q), where Q = {x ∈ R|N |T s.t. x satisfies (2), (4) and (5)}. We
observe that, if l j ≤ L ∀ j ∈ N , then P is full-dimensional (both 0 and the unit vectors are in P).
3. A class of valid inequalities
We begin by presenting a class of valid inequalities for P and discussing conditions under which they are facet
defining.
Definition 1. Let C ⊆ N , C 6= ∅, and let µ =∑ j∈C l j − L . C is a cover if µ > 0.
Definition 2. C is a minimal cover if C is a cover and l j ≥ µ for all j ∈ C .
Consider a cover C ⊆ N , with C = { j1, . . . , jr }, and let t ∈ {1, . . . , T }. By definition,∑ j∈C l j > L and at most
r − 1 of the jobs in C can be processed at time t . Since
t∑
s=t−p ji+1
x ji s = 1
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if and only if job ji is being processed in period t , the following inequality is valid for P:
r∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1
x ji s ≤ r − 1. (6)
Stated differently, if
∑t
s=t−p ji+1 x ji s = 1∀i 6= r , then jr cannot be processed in time t , i.e.
∑t
s=t−p jr+1 x jr s = 0.
We wish to consider not only individual time periods t , but time intervals as well. Accordingly, we introduce
parameter v ≥ 0, where v+1 is the length of the time interval {t, t+1, . . . , t+v}. Suppose that, ∀i 6= r, v < p ji and
job ji is being processed in each of periods t, t + 1, . . . , t + v, thus∑tt−p ji+1+v x ji s = 1. Because C is a cover, job
jr cannot be processed in any of these periods and
∑t+v
s=t−p jr+1 x jr s = 0. These observations motivate the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a cover C = { j1, . . . , jr } ⊆ N, v ≥ 0, and t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, the inequality
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s ≤ r − 1 (7)
is valid for P .
To facilitate the proof of Theorem 1 and further discussions, we define
Ti = {t − p ji + 1+ v, . . . , t} i = 1, . . . , r − 1
Tr = {t − p jr + 1, . . . , t + v}.
Observation 1. If job ji begins in any period in Ti , i 6= r then it is processed in each period in {t, t + 1, . . . , t + v}.
Observation 2. If job jr begins in any period in Tr , then it is processed in at least one of the periods {t, t + 1, . . . ,
t + v}.
We now present the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. First, note that if v ≥ p ji for some i 6= r , then Ti = ∅, and (7) is trivially satisfied. Assume v < p ji ∀i 6= r ,
and let si ∈ Ti for i = 1, . . . , r − 1 and sr ∈ Tr . For ji ∈ C , let
x¯ ji τ =
{
1 if τ = si
0 otherwise.
Note that x¯ violates (7); furthermore, Observations 1 and 2 imply that there exists a period in {t, t + 1, . . . , t + v}
during which all jobs in C are processed simultaneously. Since C is a cover, x¯ 6∈ P . Thus (7) is valid. 
We refer to the inequalities (7) as cover-clique inequalities, as they generalize knapsack cover inequalities
and known clique inequalities for single-machine scheduling problems. Note that the designation of job jr is
arbitrary. Theorem 1 simply states that, given a “special” job in C , if all other jobs in C are processed throughout
the interval {t, . . . , t + v}, then this special job cannot be processed in any period in this interval.
Now let PC be the polyhedron obtained from P by fixing all variables {x js : j ∈ N\C, s ∈ {1, . . . , T }} to zero.
Theorem 2. Inequality (7) defines a facet of PC if C is a minimal cover and ∅ 6= Ti ⊆ {1, . . . , T },∀i .
We refer the reader to [30] for the proof.
4. Lifting the cover-clique inequalities
When N is not itself a minimal cover, inequalities (7) are unlikely to define facets of P; yet knowing that they
define facets of PC , we can lift the variables {xks : k ∈ N\C, s ∈ {1, . . . , T }} to obtain strong valid inequalities for
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P . To lift xks , we must determine the maximum value of αks so that
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
t¯=t−p ji+1+v
x ji t¯ +
t+v∑
t¯=t−p jr+1
x jr t¯ + αksxks ≤ r − 1 (8)
is valid for P . Consider the modified labor constraints∑
j∈N
t∑
t¯=t−p j+1
l j x j t¯ ≤ L − ut ∀t ∈ {pmin, . . . , T } (2′)
for some vector u of appropriate dimension, and define
z(u) = max
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
t¯=t−p ji+1+v
x ji t¯ +
t+v∑
t¯=t−p jr+1
x jr t¯ , s.t. x satisfies (2
′), (4) and (5)
 .
Let u(k, s) denote a vector of appropriate length with elements with value zero except for elements s, . . . , s + pk − 1
which have value lk . Then αks = r − 1− z(u(k, s)). We refer to ψ(u) = r − 1− z(u) as the lifting function.
For what follows we will assume that l j1 ≥ l j2 ≥ · · · ≥ l jr−1 , and l jd ≥ l jr > l jd+1 for some d ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}
(with d = 0 if l jr > l1 and d = r − 1 if l jr−1 ≥ l jr ). For h = 1, . . . , r − 1, define
Ah = l j1 + l j2 + · · · + l jh
and
A¯h =
{
l j1 + · · · + l jh if h ≤ d
l j1 + · · · + l jh−1 + l jr otherwise.
That is, Ah is the total resource required by the largest h items in C\{ jr }, while A¯h is the total resource required by
the largest h items in C .
Theorem 3. Let the functions ρ(z) and φ(z) be defined by
ρ(z) =
{
0 z ≤ A1 + l jr − µ
h Ah + l jr − µ < z ≤ Ah+1 + l jr − µ h = 1, . . . , r − 2
φ(z) =
{
0 z ≤ A¯1 − µ
h A¯h − µ < z ≤ A¯h+1 − µ h = 1, . . . , r − 1
and let
Rk =
{
t − pk + 1, . . . , t − [pk − v]+
}
Sk =
{
t − [pk − v]+ + 1, . . . , t + [v − pk]+
}
R¯k =
{
t + [v − pk]+ + 1, . . . , t + v
}
where [a]+ = max{a, 0}. Then αks , the lifting coefficient for xks , is given by
αks =

φ(lk) s ∈ Sk, v ≤ pk
ρ(lk) s ∈ Sk, v > pk
ρ(lk) s ∈ Rk ∪ R¯k
0 s 6∈ Rk ∪ Sk ∪ R¯k .
Proof. Case 1: s ∈ Sk and v ≤ pk . Then Sk = {t − pk + 1+ v, . . . , t}; thus if job k is started in Sk , it must process
in each of {t, . . . , t + v}, overlapping with any job ji started in Ti , i ∈ {1, . . . , r} (Observations 1 and 2). Thus
αks = φ(lk).
Case 2: s ∈ Sk and v > pk . Then Sk = {t + 1, . . . , t − pk + v}. Starting job jr at t − p jr + 1, it completes before job
k begins. However job k processes concurrently with any ji started in Ti , i 6= r . Thus αks = ρ(lk).
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Case 3: s ∈ Rk . Then s + pk − 1 ≤ t − [pk − v]+ + pk − 1 ≤ t + v − 1, and job jr can be started in t + v after k
has completed. Furthermore, since s + pk − 1 ≥ t and t − [pk − v]+ ≤ t , k must process in t and overlaps with any
ji (i 6= r) started in Ti . Thus αks = ρ(lk).
Case 4: s ∈ R¯k . Then s ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}. Thus job k does not overlap with job jr started in t − p jr + 1, but it
processes concurrently with any ji (i 6= r) started in Ti . Thus αks = ρ(lk).
Case 5: s ∈ Rk ∪ Sk ∪ R¯k . Then job k completes before t or begins after t + v. Starting ji (i 6= r) in either t or
t − p ji + 1+ v yields αks = 0. 
We note that, for any job j ∈ N\C , lifting of variables {x js : s ∈ {1, . . . , T }} is sequence independent. Fixing
x j t = 1 forces∑s 6=t x js = 0 (constraint (5)), so coefficients of variables x js, s 6= t , do not affect the lifting coefficient
of x j t .
Corollary 4. If v ≤ pq for some q 6∈ C and lk ≤ max{l j1 , l jr } − µ∀k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q}), then
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
t−pq+v∑
s=t−pq+1
ρ(lq)xqs +
t∑
s=t−pq+1+v
φ(lq)xqs +
t+v∑
s=t+1
ρ(lq)xqs ≤ r − 1
is facet defining for P .
Proof. lk ≤ max{l j1 , l jr } − µ H⇒ ρ(lk) = φ(lk) = 0∀k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q}). 
Corollary 5. If v > pq and lk ≤ max{l j1 , l jr } − µ∀k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q}), then
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
t+v∑
s=t−pq+1
ρ(lq)xqs ≤ r − 1
is facet defining for P .
The above results only give the lifting coefficients for variables associated with job k if those variables are lifted
first. What happens then when variables associated with groups of jobs are lifted? While lifting of all variables is
not sequence independent, we can show that lifting of some subsets of the variables is sequence independent. To
accomplish this, we follow the lead of Wolsey [31] and of Gu et al. [32]. Wolsey showed that if the lifting function is
itself superadditive, then lifting is sequence independent, while Gu et al. relaxed the lifting function to a superadditive
function in order to obtain strong valid inequalities via sequence independent lifting.
Definition 3. A real-valued function f is superadditive on S if f is bounded for all u ∈ S and f (u)+ f (v) ≤ f (u+v)
for all u, v, u + v ∈ S.
The lifting function for the cover-clique inequalities is not itself superadditive. Instead, to show that lifting of
a subset of variables is sequence independent, we define a superadditive function that coincides with ρ on the set
{0, 1, . . . , L}. This establishes the following theorem.
Theorem 6. ρ is superadditive on {0, . . . , L}.
We refer the reader to [30] for details of the proof. Using Theorem 6 we can show that either the set {xks : k ∈
N\C, s ∈ Rk} or the set {xks : k ∈ N\C, s ∈ R¯k} can be lifted sequence independently if it is lifted into the
cover-clique inequality first.
Theorem 7.
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
∑
s∈R¯k
ρ(lk)xks ≤ r − 1 (9)
is valid for P .
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Proof. Let x¯ ∈ Q. If job k ∈ N\C is started in s ∈ R¯k , then it must still be processing in t + v. Let C¯ ⊆ C\{ jr } be
the set of jobs ji such that x¯ ji s = 1 for some s ∈ Ti , and let N¯ ⊆ N\C be the set of jobs k such that x¯ks = 1 for some
s ∈ R¯k . Thus all jobs in N¯ ∪ C¯ are being processed in t + v (recall Observation 1), and feasibility requires that∑
j∈C¯
l j +
∑
k∈N¯
lk ≤ L H⇒∑
k∈N¯
lk ≤ L −
∑
j∈C¯
l j
≤ L − l jr−|C¯ | − · · · − l jr−1
= Ar−|C¯ |−1 + l jr − µ.
Assume that |C¯ | < r − 1. As we assume integer data, and as ρ is superadditive and nondecreasing on {0, 1, . . . , L},
∑
k∈N¯
ρ(lk) ≤ ρ
∑
k∈N¯
lk
 ≤ ρ (Ar−|C¯ |−1 + l jr − µ) ≤ r − |C¯ | − 2.
Then
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x¯ ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x¯ jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
∑
s∈R¯k
ρ(lk)x¯ks ≤ |C¯ | + 1+
∑
k∈N¯
ρ(lk)
≤ |C¯ | + 1+ r − |C¯ | − 2
= r − 1.
Note that if |C¯ | = r − 1, then∑t+vt−p jr+1 x¯ jr s = 0 and∑k∈N¯ ρ(lk) = 0. We have shown that any feasible solution
satisfies (9), thus it is valid for P . 
Theorem 8.
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
∑
s∈Rk
ρ(lk)xks ≤ r − 1 (10)
is valid for P .
The proof of Theorem 8 mirrors that of Theorem 7.
Theorems 7 and 8 imply that lifting of the variable set {xks : k ∈ N\C, s ∈ R¯k} (respectively {xks : k ∈ N\C, s ∈
Rk}) is sequence independent if this set of variables is lifted first. Though these results cannot be extended to show
that lifting of all variables is sequence independent, we can provide bounds on the maximal lifting coefficients for
variables in Sk when v < pk , regardless of lifting order. The next theorem was inspired by a result due to Balas [33]
for the lifting of cover inequalities for the knapsack problem.
Theorem 9. Let
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
T∑
s=1
αksxks ≤ r − 1
be any maximally lifted cover-clique inequality. Then for q ∈ N\C and σ ∈ {t − pq + 1+ v, . . . , t},
(i) αqσ = h if A¯h ≤ lq ≤ A¯h+1 − µ h ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}
(ii) αqσ ∈ {h − 1, h} if A¯h − µ < lq < A¯h h ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}.
The proof of Theorem 9 is in the spirit of that given for Balas’ result in [34]; the reader is referred to [30] for details.
We will take advantage of this result in the next section to develop efficient lifting procedures which provide strong
valid inequalities.
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5. Lifting procedures
The lifting results provided in the previous section focused on lifting only a subset of variables into the
inequalities (7). This section details procedures for lifting all remaining variables into the cover-clique inequalities (7)
and includes results which suggest that the resulting inequalities are strong. For clarity of exposition, proofs of results
presented in this section have been omitted; they can be found in [30]. In what follows, α∗ks denotes the maximal lifting
coefficient of variable xks in the given lifting order, and αks denotes the valid lifting coefficient (αks ≤ α∗ks) we assign
to xks in the outlined lifting procedure. Recall from Theorem 3 that α∗ks = 0∀s 6∈ {t − pk + 1, . . . , t + v}, regardless
of lifting order.
5.1. Lifting Procedure I
Theorem 8 implies that lifting of the variable set {xks : k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Rk} into the cover-clique inequalities (7) is
sequence independent when this set is lifted first. We build on this result by beginning with inequality (10)
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
∑
s∈Rk
ρ(lk)xks ≤ r − 1
and subsequently lifting variables {xks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}}.
Note that in (10), α∗ks = ρ(lk) for k ∈ N\C and s ∈ Rk . We will show that, using this lifting order, valid
lifting coefficients αks for each variable xks can be computed in polynomial time. Furthermore, there exists a set V of
coefficients so that if αks is increased by one for each αks ∈ V , then the resulting inequality is facet defining. While in
most cases we are unable to determine the contents of V , its existence suggests that the lifted inequalities we generate
for URCSP are strong.
The next theorem that we present is, again, inspired by the aforementioned result by Balas [33] for lifting knapsack
cover inequalities. Recall thatRk = {t− pk+1, . . . , t−[pk−v]+}, and that we assume l j1 ≥ l j2 ≥ · · · ≥ l jr−1 . Given
inequality (10), suppose that we next lift variable xqs for s ∈ {t+1, . . . , t+v}. Let k∗ = argmax{lk |k ∈ N\(C∪{q})},
and let h > 0 and w be such that Ah + l jr − µ < lq ≤ Ah+1 + l jr − µ and Aw + l jr − µ < lk∗ ≤ Aw+1 + l jr − µ
(by Theorem 3, if h = 0 then α∗qs = 0). Observe that when v = 0,Rk = ∅.
Theorem 10. For v > 0:
(i) If lk∗ ≥ lq + l jr , thenα∗qs = 0.
(ii) If lq ≤ lk∗ < lq + l jr , thenα∗qs ∈ {0, 1}.
(iii) If lk∗ < lq , thenα∗qs ∈ {0, . . . , h − w + 1}.
The important thing to note about Theorem 10 is that Case (iii) holds for at most one job: q¯ = argmax{lk | k ∈
N\C}. In fact, if the choice of q¯ is not unique, then Case (iii) does not apply to any job in N\C . Thus for all jobs
except possibly q¯ , we can obtain very tight bounds on the lifting coefficients in the interval {t + 1, . . . , t + v}. Given
these observations, it would be useful to be able to compute {α∗¯qs | s ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}} exactly.
Suppose, then, that we start with (10) and lift in xq¯σ , σ ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}. Suppose also that v ≤ pq¯ . If
v ≤ p jr and x jr s = 1 for some s ∈ Tr , then Observation 2 implies that jr is processed in either t or t + v (or both).
Furthermore, if xks = 1 for k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q}) and s ∈ Rk , then k must be processed in t . These observations, together
with Observation 1, allow us to assume without loss of generality that
– if xks = 1 for k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q¯}), then s = t − pk + 1
– if x ji s = 1 for ji ∈ C\{ jr }, then s = t
– if x jr s = 1, then s ∈ {t − p jr + 1, t + v}.
Furthermore, we need only consider interactions among jobs in periods t and t + v, so to compute α∗¯qσ it suffices to
solve the following IP:
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max
r−1∑
i=1
x ji t + x jr ,t−p jr+1 + x jr ,t+v +
∑
k∈N\(C∪{q¯})
ρ(lk)xk,t−pk+1
subject to
r−1∑
i=1
l ji x ji t + l jr x jr ,t−p jr+1 +
∑
k∈N\(C∪{q¯})
lkxk,t−pk+1 ≤ L
r−1∑
i=1
l ji x ji t + l jr x jr ,t+v ≤ L − lq¯
x jr t + x jr ,t+v ≤ 1
all variables ∈ {0, 1}.
(11)
Notice that the structure of this IP is independent of σ , thus we need only solve it once in order to determine all
lifting coefficients {α∗¯qσ |σ ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}}.
Theorem 11. The IP given in (11) can be solved in polynomial (O(|N |3)) time.
The proof of this result rests on the observation that (11) can be reduced to a series of at most |N | bounded knapsack
problems, which can be solved in polynomial time via dynamic programming [34].
Finally, we note that if v > p jr or v > pq¯ , then the coefficients computed here are valid, though not necessarily
maximal. When v > p jr or v > pq¯ , it may be possible to schedule jr so that it does not overlap with any job in N\C .
Even so, the computed coefficient αq¯s will be at least α∗¯qs − 1.
To summarize, we implement Lifting Procedure I as follows.
1. Let αks = α∗ks = ρ(lk) for k ∈ N\C , s ∈ Rk
2. Compute α∗¯qs, s ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}, q¯ = argmax{lk |k ∈ N\C} by solving (11). Let αq¯s = α∗¯qs . Note that this
step is only necessary if the choice of q¯ is unique.
3. Let αks = 0, k ∈ N\(C ∪ {q¯}), s ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + v}. By Theorem 10, α∗ks ≤ 1.
4. For all k ∈ N\C with v < pk , set αks = h ∀s ∈ {t − pk + 1+ v, . . . , t}, where A¯h ≤ lk < A¯h+1. By Theorem 9,
α∗ks ∈ {h, h+ 1}, and our choice of αks is valid. Note that when v ≥ pk,Rk = {t − pk + 1, . . . , t}, so xks has been
lifted ∀s.
Thus with α as defined above, the inequality
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
t+v∑
s=t−pk+1
αksxks ≤ r − 1
is valid for URCSP. Furthermore, it is strong in the sense that there exists a subset of coefficients V such that if αks is
increased by one for each αks ∈ V , then the lifted inequality becomes facet defining.
We end our discussion of this lifting procedure by noting that, due to the symmetry inherent in inequality (7), the
procedure outlined above could be reversed to lift variables xks for k ∈ N\C and s ∈ R¯k first. The results and proofs
are similar. We refer to this as Lifting Procedure II.
5.2. Lifting Procedure III
Next, we explore lifting orders in which we start by lifting variables xks for s ∈ Sk . Beginning with the basic
cover-clique inequality (7):
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s ≤ r − 1.
We assume v < pk ∀k ∈ N\C so that ∀k, Sk = {t− pk+1+v, . . . , t} 6= ∅. Consider the following general lifting
order:
• Lift variables {xks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Sk}
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• Lift variables {xks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Rk}
• Lift variables {xks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ R¯k}.
We remark that this lifting order is not completely specified. The results presented in this section pertain to any
order within the given framework, provided that all variables for job k within a given set are lifted consecutively,
∀k ∈ N\C .
We introduce results which indicate that, while optimally lifting all variables in this order is difficult, we can still
obtain strong valid inequalities in polynomial time. Suppose that for Q ⊂ N\C we have maximally lifted variables
{xks |k ∈ Q, s ∈ Sk} and now wish to lift variable xqσ , q 6∈ Q, σ ∈ Sk into (11). Then we must compute the maximum
value of
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈Q
∑
s∈Sk
α∗ksxks (12)
when job q starts in time period σ . First, note that, if any job k ∈ N\C begins in period s ∈ Sk , then it is processed
in each of {t, . . . , t + v}. This statement, along with Observations 1 and 2, imply that, when maximizing (12), we
may assume without loss of generality that if xks = 1 for k ∈ Q ∪ C , then s = t . We are left, then, to solve the 0-1
knapsack problem
max
{
r∑
i=1
x ji t +
∑
k∈Q
α∗kt xkt |
∑
k∈C∪Q
lkxkt ≤ L − lq , xkt ∈ {0, 1}∀k
}
,
which can be solved in O(|N |2) time [34]. Once again, notice that the computational procedures outlined above do
not depend on the specific choice of σ ∈ Sq , so they need only be executed once for each job. This discussion outlines
the proof of Theorem 12.
Theorem 12. Coefficients {α∗ks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Sk} with respect to inequality (7) can be computed in O(|N |3) time.
Note that when v = 0, Rk = R¯k = ∅, thus Theorem 12 implies that (7) can be maximally lifted in polynomial
time.
Theorem 13. Suppose Theorem 12 has been used to obtain
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji t +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
∑
s∈Sk
α∗ksxks ≤ r − 1. (13)
Then {α∗ks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Rk} can be computed in polynomial time (O(|N |3)).
The proof of Theorem 13 relies on arguments similar to those used to prove Theorem 11. While Theorem 13 verifies
that {α∗ks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Rk} can be computed in polynomial time, Theorem 14 provides strong bounds on these
coefficients.
Theorem 14.
Ah + l jr − µ < lq < Ah + l jr H⇒ α∗qσ ∈ {h − 1, h}
Ah + l jr ≤ lq ≤ Ah+1 + l jr − µ H⇒ α∗qσ = h.
Theorem 14 is also used in the proof of the following result, which provides bounds on α∗ks for s ∈ R¯k .
Theorem 15. Suppose coefficients {α∗ks |k ∈ N\C, s ∈ Rk ∪ Sk} have been computed to obtain the valid inequality
r−1∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1+v
x ji s +
t+v∑
s=t−p jr+1
x jr s +
∑
k∈N\C
t∑
s=t−pk+1
α∗ksxks ≤ r − 1. (14)
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Let q¯ = argmax{lk | k ∈ N\C}, where h is such that Ah + l jr − µ < lq¯ ≤ Ah+1 + l jr − µ, and suppose we wish to
lift in the variable xks for k 6= q¯, s ∈ R¯k . Then
(i) α∗ks = 0 if lk ≤ Ah+1 − µ and lq¯ ≥ Ah + l jr
(ii) α∗ks ∈ {0, 1} if lk > Ah+1 − µ and lq¯ ≥ Ah + l jr
(iii) α∗ks ∈ {0, 1} if lk ≤ Ah+1 − µ and lq¯ < Ah + l jr
(iv) α∗ks ∈ {0, 1, 2} if lk > Ah+1 − µ and lq¯ < Ah + l jr .
Using the results just presented, we return to the general lifting procedure outlined at the start of this section. With
d = |N\C |, let {k1, . . . , kd} and {q1, . . . , qd} be two (not necessarily distinct) permutations of jobs in N\C .
1. For i = 1, . . . , d , use dynamic programming (Theorem 12) to compute α∗ki s, s ∈ Ski , and set αki s = α∗ki s .
2. For i = 1, . . . , d , use dynamic programming (Theorem 13) to compute α∗qi s, s ∈ Rqi , and set αqi s = α∗qi s .
3. Let αks = 0∀k ∈ N\C∀s ∈ R¯k .
While we do not compute α∗ks exactly for s ∈ R¯k , Theorem 15 assures us that, at least for all but one job, α∗ks is not
far from zero. We also note that if finding exact lifting coefficients is computationally prohibitive, the lower bounds
supplied by Theorems 9 and 14 could be used instead.
We end our discussion of this lifting procedure by again noting that, due to the symmetry inherent in inequality (7),
the procedure outlined above could be reversed to lift variables xks for k ∈ N\C and s ∈ R¯k prior to those for s ∈ Rk .
The results and proofs are similar. We refer to this as Lifting Procedure IV.
6. Example
To illustrate the results presented here, we consider the following instance of URCSP with L = 10, T = 10, and
the job data as given below:
j 1 2 3 4 5
l j 5 4 3 10 8
p j 5 4 3 4 3
We begin with the cover C = {1, 2, 3}, µ = 12− 10 = 2. With jr = 1 and t = 5, the basic cover-clique inequalities
for v = 0, 1, 2, respectively, are
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15)+ (x22 + x23 + x24 + x25)+ (x33 + x34 + x35) ≤ 2
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16)+ (x23 + x24 + x25)+ (x34 + x35) ≤ 2
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + x17)+ (x24 + x25)+ (x35) ≤ 2. (15)
Note that these inequalities are facet defining if the instance is restricted to the set of jobs {1, 2, 3}.
Suppose that we wish to lift the inequality (15), where v = 2. First, observe that
R4 = {2, 3} S4 = {4, 5} R¯4 = {6, 7}
R5 = {3, 4} S5 = {5} R¯5 = {6, 7}.
To compute ρ and φ, we note that
A¯1 − µ = 3 A1 + l jr − µ = 7
A¯2 − µ = 7 A2 + l jr − µ = 10
A¯3 − µ = 10
thus
ρ =
{
0 z ≤ 7
1 7 < z ≤ 10
φ =
0 z ≤ 31 3 < z ≤ 72 7 < z ≤ 10.
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6.1. Lifting Procedures I & II
Following the lifting order prescribed by Lifting Procedure I, we first set α js = ρ(l j ) j 6∈ C, s ∈ R j . Since
ρ(l4) = ρ(10) = 1 and ρ(l5) = ρ(8) = 1, we set α42 = α43 = α53 = α54 = 1.
Next, we compute exact coefficients for job 4, the largest job in N\C , and s ∈ R¯4 using the procedure outlined
in Theorem 11. Since l4 = L , when job 4 starts in time period 6 or 7, no job in C\{ jr } can be scheduled to
start in Ti . Furthermore, x jr ,t+v = x17 must be zero. To lift x46 and x47, then, we are left to solve the knapsack
{max x11 + x53 s.t. 5x11 + 8x53 ≤ 10} = 1. This gives α∗46 = α∗47 = (r − 1)− 1 = 3− 2 = 1.
Step 3 in Lifting Procedure I fixes α56 = α57 = 0. Finally, since A¯2 ≤ lr < A¯3 and A¯1 ≤ l5 < A¯2, we set
α44 = α45 = 2 and α55 = 1. Thus Lifting Procedure I yields the inequality
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + x17)+ (x24 + x25)+ (x35)
+ (x42 + x43 + 2x44 + 2x45 + x46 + x47)+ (x53 + x54 + x55) ≤ 2.
Lifting Procedure II instead yields the inequality
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + x17)+ (x24 + x25)+ (x35)
+ (x42 + x43 + 2x44 + 2x45 + x46 + x47)+ (x55 + x56 + x57) ≤ 2.
6.2. Lifting Procedures III & IV
Beginning again with the cover-clique inequality (15), Lifting Procedure III first calls for us to lift the variables
x44, x45, and x55. Theorem 9 implies that, since A¯2 ≤ l4 ≤ A¯3 − µ, α∗44 = α∗45 = 2, regardless of the lifting order. If
we lift x55 first, then α∗55 = φ(l5) = φ(8) = 2.
Next, we use dynamic programming (Theorem 13) to compute maximal lifting coefficients for x42, x43, x53, and
x54. We compute α∗53 and α∗54 first, solving the knapsack {max x25 + x35 + 2x45 s.t. 4x25 + 3x35 + 10x45 ≤ 2} = 0.
Once this knapsack is solved, obtaining value β, the lifting coefficient is given by r − 1 − [β + 1] (see [30]). Thus
α∗53 = α∗54 = r−1−[0+1] = 1. To compute α∗42, α∗43, we solve {max x25+x35+2x55 s.t. 4x25+3x35+8x55 ≤ 0} = 0.
Thus α∗42 = α∗43 = r − 1− [0+ 1] = 1.
Finally, we set α46 = α47 = α56 = α57 = 0, and we obtain the lifted inequality
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15)+ (x24 + x25)+ (x35)
+ (x42 + x43 + 2x44 + 2x45)+ (x53 + x54 + 2x55) ≤ 2.
Lifting Procedure IV instead yields
(x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15)+ (x24 + x25)+ (x35)
+ (2x44 + 2x45 + x46 + x47)+ (2x55 + x56 + x57) ≤ 2.
7. Connections to other combinatorial optimization problems
7.1. Relationship to knapsack GUB cover inequalities
Consider the labor constraint (2) for time period t in the time-indexed formulation of URCSP:∑
j∈N
t∑
s=t−p j+1
l j x js ≤ L .
Recall that the time-indexed formulation contains the generalized upper bound (GUB) constraints
∑T
t=1 x j t ≤
1, ∀ j ∈ N (we refer to the set {x j1, . . . , x jT } as a GUB). Viewing (2) as a single knapsack inequality, we can
generate GUB cover inequalities (see [35]).
Definition 4. G ⊆ N is a GUB cover if∑( j,s)∈G l j > L and each member of G is in a different GUB.
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Thus G is a GUB cover for (2) if G = {( j1, s1), . . . , ( jr , sr )}, where j1, . . . , jr are distinct and si ∈ {t − p ji +
1, . . . , t}∀i . The GUB cover inequality, then, is given by
r∑
i=1
t∑
s=t−p ji+1
x ji s ≤ r − 1. (16)
Note that this is exactly the (unlifted) cover-clique inequality (7) for cover C = { j1, . . . , jr } and v = 0.
We have shown that variables {xks : k 6∈ C, s ∈ {1, . . . , T }} can be maximally lifted in polynomial time
(by Theorem 12, since v = 0 ⇒ Rk = R¯k = ∅). Many commercial IP solvers generate GUB cover inequalities
for single-constraint relaxations to strengthen the IP formulation. As we have shown that the cover-clique inequalities
are facet defining for PC , and thus can be lifted to obtain facet-defining inequalities for P , our comparison shows
that lifted GUB cover inequalities are not only facet defining for a single-period relaxation, but also for the original
problem.
Note that when v > 0, lifted inequalities (7) cannot be obtained by generating lifted GUB cover inequalities
for a single constraint of the time-indexed formulation. In any resource constraint (2), at least one of the variables
{x jr ,t−p jr+1, . . . , x jr ,t+v} does not appear. Then in any lifted GUB cover inequality based on a single resource
constraint, at least one of these variables will have coefficient zero, yet in the cover-clique inequalities (7) for v > 0,
all of them have positive coefficients (see [36] for more on lifted GUB cover inequalities).
7.2. Special cases
Bin packing, single-machine scheduling, and parallel-machine scheduling can each be viewed as a special case of
URCSP. The cover-clique inequalities presented in Section 3 generalize known facet-defining inequalities for both bin
packing and single-machine scheduling problems; in particular, they generalize cover inequalities for knapsack and
bin packing problems, as well as clique inequalities for single-machine scheduling. In addition, they provide facets for
parallel-machine scheduling. Below, we discuss the relationships among these problems and their associated results.
The most apparent special cases of URCSP are bin packing (when p j = p ∀ j ∈ N ) and parallel machine
scheduling (when l j = l ∀ j ∈ N ). Given a set N of items, and item size l j for each j ∈ N , the bin packing
problem is to find the minimum number of bins of capacity L required to hold the items so that each item is contained
in exactly one bin. When p j = p ∀ j , we can normalize processing times and assume p j = 1. It follows that the set of
feasible solutions to URCSP can be viewed as a set of feasible solutions to the bin packing problem with bins of size
L (corresponding to time periods), items of size l j , j ∈ N (corresponding to jobs), and upper bound T on the number
of bins required to pack all items (corresponding to the time horizon). The cover-clique inequalities for cover C and
v = 0 yield the known knapsack cover inequality∑
j∈C
x j t ≤ r − 1. (17)
Furthermore, v = 0 ⇒ Rk = R¯k = ∅, and Sk = {t − pk + 1, . . . , t} = {t}, thus lifting the cover-clique inequalities
becomes exactly the problem of lifting knapsack inequalities.
On the other hand, when l j = l ∀ j ∈ N , URCSP reduces to the problem of scheduling jobs on bL/ lc parallel
machines. In this case, we can normalize, replace L with bL/ lc and l j = 1∀ j ∈ N . A minimal cover C , then, always
has r = bL/ lc + 1 and µ = 1. This yields that ρ(lk) = 0 and φ(lk) = 1∀k ∈ N\C . These facts imply that the
inequality
∑
j∈N\{q}
t∑
s=t−pk+1+v
x js +
t+v∑
s=t−pq+1
xqs ≤ L (18)
is facet defining when there are bL/ lc jobs with p j > v.
In the more restrictive case when l j = L ∀ j ∈ N , then URCSP reduces to a single-machine scheduling problem:
each job consumes all available resource during its processing time. In this scenario, the cover-clique inequalities
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yield the well-known clique inequalities given by Van den Akker et al. [37] for single-machine scheduling. The time-
indexed formulation becomes
min
∑
j∈N
T∑
t=1
c j t x j t (19)
subject to
∑
j∈N
t∑
s=t−p j+1
x js ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ {pmin, . . . , T } (20)
T−p j+1∑
t=1
x j t ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ N (21)
x j t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ N∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }. (22)
For this formulation, Van den Akker et al. [37] show that the clique inequalities
∑
j∈N\{q}
t∑
s=t−p j+1+v
x js +
t+v∑
s=t−pq+1
xqs ≤ 1 (23)
are facet defining when 0 ≤ v < p j for some j ∈ N\{q}. Using the inequalities (7) for URCSP in this case, we obtain
t∑
s=t−p j1+1+v
x j1s +
t+v∑
s=t−p j2+1
x j2s ≤ 1
where C = { j1, j2} and µ = L . Since lk = L = l j1 + l j2 − µ∀k ∈ N , ρ(lk) = 0, and Theorem 3 implies that
all variables outside the set V = {xks |k ∈ N\C, pk > v, s ∈ {t − pk + 1 + v, . . . , t}} lift in at zero. Furthermore,
A¯1 = lk = l j1 + l j2 − µ = A¯2 − µ and by Theorem 9, all variables in V have lifting coefficient equal to one, which
yields (23).
8. Computational results
To test the effectiveness of the cover-clique inequalities, we developed a separation heuristic for identifying those
inequalities that can help to solve a given instance. This heuristic is described below. All computational results
presented in this section were obtained using the CPLEX callable library, Release 9.0.
We begin with the time-indexed formulation given by (1)–(4). Suppose that we have added some lifted cover-clique
inequalities, and have solved the LP relaxation of the current formulation to obtain the optimal solution x∗. If x∗ is
integral, we terminate, else we wish to find an inequality violated by x∗. To construct a cover-clique inequality, recall
that we must identify (i) a time period t∗, (ii) a minimal cover C , (iii) a value v∗, and (iv) if v∗ > 0, a special job
jr ∈ C . Suppose for now that we have chosen t∗. Let [·] be a permutation of N so that
t∗∑
s=max{1,
t∗−p[ j]+1}
x∗[ j]s ≥
t∗∑
s=max{1,
t∗−p[ j+1]+1}
x∗[ j+1]s, j = 1, . . . , |N | − 1.
We begin with the cover C¯ = {[1], [2], . . . , [r¯ ]}, where
r¯ = min
{
k ∈ {1, . . . , N } :
k∑
j=1
l[ j] > L
}
.
We must check that the cover is minimal, since this condition is not guaranteed. If it is not, we remove jobs from C¯ ,
starting with [r¯ ] and working backwards, until we obtain minimal cover C .
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Given minimal cover C , we first check to see if the cover-clique inequality with v = 0 is violated (note that when
v = 0 the choice of jr is irrelevant). If so, we add it to the current formulation, and solve the LP relaxation of the new
IP. If not, we find jr and v∗ so that S jrv∗ = max{S jv : j ∈ C, v < pk ∀k ∈ C\{ j}}, where
S jv =
∑
k∈C\{ j}
t∗∑
s=t∗−pk+1+v
x∗ks +
t∗+v∑
s=t∗−p j+1
x∗js .
That is, we find jr and v∗ yielding the unlifted cover-clique inequality with the largest left-hand-side for this choice
of t∗ and C . Now that we have chosen all necessary parameters, we lift this cover-clique inequality using each lifting
procedure until we find a violated inequality. Based on preliminary computational tests, we chose to consider lifting
procedures in the order IV, III, II, I. If no violation is found after checking all four lifting procedures, separation
terminates. Otherwise, the new cut is added to the IP, the LP relaxation is solved to obtain a new solution x∗, and the
separation procedure repeats.
We are left, then, to find a suitable choice of t∗ to yield a violated inequality. After some initial experimentation, we
elected to consider the following rules for choosing t∗, in the order given below. Let Mt be the number of fractional
variables in period t , and define f j t = min
{
x∗j t , 1− x∗j t
}
. We call f j t the fractional part of x∗j t .
• t∗ = argmax{∑ j∈N f j t/Mt }.
• t∗ = argmax{ f maxt }, where f maxt = max{ f j t : j ∈ N }.
• t∗ = argmax{∑ j∈N ∑ts=t−p j+1 f js}.
• t∗ = argmax{M¯t }, where
M¯t =
∣∣{ f js | f js > 0, j ∈ N , s ∈ {t − p j + 1, . . . , t}}∣∣ .
• t∗ = argmax{∑ j∈N f j t }.
• t∗ = argmax{Mt }.
Each choice of t∗ is considered in turn until either a violated inequality is found or until all six have been considered
and separation terminates.
This separation heuristic was tested on 25 randomly generated instances of URCSP, each having fifteen jobs. Each
instance has resource availability L = 100 in each time period; resource requirement l j ∈ [15, 30], ∀ j ; and processing
time p j ∈ [5, 20], ∀ j . Each instance was solved using default CPLEX, both without separation and with separation
invoked at each node of the branch and bound tree via cut callbacks. A 500,000 node limit was imposed. The results of
these tests are presented in Table 1. “User Cuts Added” gives the total number of violated inequalities identified by the
separation heuristic. “Nodes (w/Sep)” and “Nodes (default)” provide the number of branch and bound nodes required
to solve each instance with separation for cover-clique inequalities turned on and with default CPLEX, respectively.
“Sep Time” gives the amount of time utilized by the separation heuristic, while “Total Time (w/Sep)” is the total time
required to solve the instance using separation; “B& B Time (w/Sep)” is simply the difference of these two numbers.
“Total Time (default)” gives the time required by default CPLEX to solve each instance.
The number of user cuts added to each instance illustrates that the separation routine is effective in identifying
violated cover-clique inequalities. The remaining data further illustrate that the inequalities identified do indeed
strengthen the IP formulation. We note that for all but one instance (Instance 14) adding cover-clique inequalities
resulted in fewer nodes than utilized by default CPLEX. In fact, using separation allowed instance 23 to solve to
optimality, while default CPLEX reached the imposed 500,000 node limit and aborted. Of the remaining instances,
20 of them required at most one third of the nodes needed by default CPLEX to solve.
We observe that for many of the instances tested the total time required to solve them when we separate for cover-
clique inequalities is more than the time required by default CPLEX in spite of the significant node reduction. We note,
however, that no attempt was made to optimize cut generation and management; we generate one cut per iteration,
we separate at every node of the search tree, and we never delete generated cuts from the formulation. More careful
cut generation and management should result in improved solution times. Our aim here is to provide computational
validation for the strength of the inequalities we have presented. The results we present here accomplish that purpose.
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Table 1
Comparison of time and tree size
Instance User cuts added Nodes
(w/Sep)
Nodes
(default)
Sep
time
B&B time (w/Sep) Total time (w/Sep) Total time (default)
1 114 293 935 15.89 4.85 20.74 9.15
2 429 741 4,191 51.65 30.71 82.36 50.81
3 280 588 4,563 33.43 21.24 54.67 46.48
4 606 1,437 9,828 84.63 59.91 144.54 95.49
5 1179 7,839 12,437 376.39 399.99 776.38 116.56
6 396 667 2,276 42.05 30.68 72.73 30.80
7 1122 8,850 37,962 316.55 381.99 698.54 275.94
8 1292 9,407 156,677 374.50 451.08 825.58 960.42
9 113 244 373 11.46 4.99 16.45 7.63
10 95 186 302 13.39 5.30 18.69 4.04
11 1562 5,348 48,273 273.48 453.04 726.52 348.33
12 673 1,206 13,935 67.53 54.50 122.03 117.12
13 1365 6,786 217,688 283.86 681.53 965.39 1,422.97
14 51 51 21 7.92 4.36 12.28 2.85
15 289 751 2,594 34.27 12.23 46.50 18.70
16 968 3,353 17,428 149.49 214.29 363.78 141.16
17 370 570 8,344 40.33 23.98 64.31 90.73
18 691 2,293 15,904 118.15 102.38 220.53 161.90
19 783 2,620 48,872 113.44 244.55 357.99 620.00
20 16 12 49 1.30 1.02 2.32 1.43
21 158 149 624 12.47 8.02 20.49 12.42
22 196 433 2,303 25.97 16.38 42.35 33.19
23 2144 13,387 500,000+ 582.60 1,831.90 2,414.50 4,949.28
24 275 608 1,125 32.88 17.18 50.06 15.46
25 1850 12,312 283,305 706.75 1,623.53 2,330.28 2,665.08
Total 80,131 890,009+ 3,770.38 6,679.63 10,450.01 12,197.94
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